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Introduction

Lifelong Learning Ecologies are a concept that aims at addressing the complexity of
learning in our contemporary society. The concept seeks to overcome separations that are
no longer useful in a situation where learning happens across several contexts of life and
particularly beyond formal education (Sangrá, Raffaghelli, & Guitert-Catasús, 2019). In fact,
the abundance of resources in the open and social Web has created unprecedented
learning opportunities. The new forms of learning have emphasised attributes such as
“complex”, “self-organised”, “connected”, and “adaptive”, where it is highlighted learner’s
freedom of choice (Kop & Fournier, 2010; Siemens, 2008). Moreover, the possibility of
blending digital activities with on-site activities has led to the hybridisation of learning
contexts, where the learners experience a sort of “continuum” while searching for
resources, cultivating relationships and engaging in activities to help them achieve their
own, more or less, conscious learning goals (Esposito, Sangrà, & Maina, 2013). Therefore,
the idea of cultivating learning ecologies attempts to wrap up this complexity and provide
new directions to design for learning and to develop lifelong learning trajectories. Along the
years, the concept has been considered particularly useful to explore the way technological
fluency is developed (Barron, 2004), to understand adults and professional learning (Maina
& González, 2016; Sangrà, 2015) to orchestrate an expanded classroom in several
disciplines, from language to science learning (Gutiérrez, Bien, Selland, & Pierce, 2011;
Krumsvik, Jones, Øfstegaard, & Eikeland, 2016; Lai, Khaddage, & Knezek, 2013). Most
importantly, the concept has been adopted to re-think teachers’ professional development
(Romeu-Fontanillas, Guitert-Catasús, Raffaghelli, & Sangrà, 2020).

On these sound research bases, in this resource, we share

ideas to develop lifelong learning ecologies at school to

support teachers and students’ critical digital literacies.

We believe that an approach that moves beyond the

classroom and involves the whole school as a community,

jointly with families and local institutions, including the university, can

generate a robust educational ecosystem where the learning ecologies

thrive.
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Lifelong Learning Ecologies: An
operational definition

The ecological perspective was adopted in the social sciences in the early eighties through
Bateson’s pioneering interdisciplinary approach to studying human behaviour in his work
“Steps to an Ecology of Mind” (Bateson, 1987). Also, Bronfenbrenner (1979) had
characterised human development as a process based on interactions at several social
levels in what he called “the ecological systems theory”. In his approach, Bronfenbrenner
described the individual’s ability to appropriate several resources for competence
development.
While both the authors above see the socio-cultural system as complex and multilayered and
developing in the same way as an ecology does, Bronfenbrenner’s perspective emphasises
learner agency about her engagement with self-development. In the educational context,
lifelong learning ecologies have been defined in several ways in the literature, as we
mentioned before, but based on our research activity (Morer, Raffaghelli,
González-Sanmamed, & Muñoz-Carril, 2021; Romeu-Fontanillas et al., 2020), Edul@b offers
the following operational definition:

Lifelong learning ecologies are the “invisible” structure

generated by learners, including the activities, resources,

and relationships triggered by the learners’ active or

guided search to learn about a topic of their interest.

These structures are “alive”, and change and are also shaped by the learner identity and her
historical approach to learning, as well as by the opportunities given by the institutional and
socio-cultural spaces she moves through. Raising learners’ awareness of their learning
ecologies will empower and encourage them to engage in more agentic practices, which
implies new and better learning opportunities amid the chaotic abundance that so often
characterises the digital society.

Which are the critical elements of a learning ecology?

The organisation CORE Education - Tatai Aho Rahu (2018) has identified the learning
ecologies as a relevant trend in education and has discussed their elements aligning with
the definitions given in the science of ecology (See Table 1)
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Elements of an
Ecology

Characteristics of a learning ecology

Habitat Recognises that learners continue to learn and
grow in a wide variety of settings, including
formal and informal settings and face-to-face and
virtual.

Territories and
niches

Recognises the unique and valued contribution,
including teachers, parents, community ‘experts’
and peers, to ‘making learning happen’, and that
everyone in the ecology is a learner.

Self-regulation
(within the
system)

All members of the ecology have agency and are
capable of demonstrating leadership. Primary
forms of assistance are ‘relational’ forms of
support such as network building, developing
connections between participants, institutional
alignment of priorities, fostering peer-based
interactions etc.

Development,
transformation
over time

Learning activity is characterised by:
Collaborative Inquiry – the engine of change – is
built on the understanding that the solutions we
seek exist within the network and will emerge
through working jointly to challenge thinking and
practice.
Knowledge building – being able to work with
what is known (i.e. the knowledge from theory,
research and best practice) and what the schools
know (i.e. what the practitioners know) to create
new knowledge (i.e. the new knowledge created
through collaborative endeavour).
Participatory and informed decision making –
knowing how to access and use information that
circulates through participatory spaced to make
the decisions that matter for learners. The
information can be sought within and beyond the
school.

Table 1 – Elements of Learning Ecology that align with ecological systems

To keep on exploring the several elements in a lifelong learning ecology, let’s take a look at
the inspiring design made by Giulia Forthsite (2014) upon the basis of Albert Sangrà’s
conference:
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Figure 1 – why lifelong learning ecologies are important?

In this figure, we can observe how the learner moves across several contexts and spaces to
generate a personal strategy, which is individualised. Another relevant element is that we
cannot implement “instructional design” as a teacher/educator fixed and preliminary activity
before entering the classroom. Instead, we must (as educators) design activities that
support the learner to cultivate the best strategies across several spaces: generate or
promote learning opportunities.

The ecological approaches concerned with teaching and learning issues are strongly linked
to the legacy left by studies on biological ecosystems, which characterise the school, the
classroom and the Web as ecosystems for learning, to those that treat the Web as a new
kind of learning environment or as a component in a more complex entanglement of
individuals and tools, which constitute ecological components(Esposito, Sangrà Morer, &
Maina, 2015). Nonetheless, a common theme across several studies is the ecological
perspective conceived as a cyclical, complex and emergent phenomenon (Haythornthwaite
& Andrews, 2011).
In more simple terms, we assume that:

● Learning happens across several (but connected) contexts of learning, where the
classroom is included, but might not be the most relevant!

● The learners actively search for interactions with others and with resources to develop
their knowledge and skills, particularly when they believe such learning will help find a
balance (an ecological dynamic equilibrium or homeostasis) relating to their social life.
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● The learners will undertake activities, either alone or in groups, that will help them be
exposed to knowledge, practice and improve skills that they consider valuable in their
search for a balance relating to social life.

How does a learning ecology look like?

Here is an example of a teacher professional learning ecology, connected with their digital
competence, as mapped through interviews by Edul@b

Figure 2 –The teachers’ professional learning ecologies

Which are the school and the educators’ roles if the
learner can do everything alone?

The educational institutions are able of defining strategies that are also in line with
socio-political contexts of development. Therefore, they can help learners pay attention to
topics and social agendas that might be hidden or less visible to them in their homes or
communities. Also, the educational institutions and the educators are professionally entitled
to provide support and enrich the learners’ search to develop their learning ecologies.
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Nonetheless, the school (and/or other educational contexts) can orchestrate the means to
improve learners’ opportunities to engage in activities, develop relationships, and find or
even build resources that are crucial for the individual learning ecologies.
Also, as in the pure ecological theory, several ecological systems interact, particularly the
teacher (as a professional learner) and their students. But also, the school as a whole, the
parents/families ecological systems, and other eventual actors from the community
generate mutually beneficial opportunities.

Let’s think of a case that required a critical approach to digital
technologies (as a specific area of knowledge nurtured by learning
ecologies): the Emergency Remote Education (ERE), as the approach
adopted during the lockdown corresponding as a measure to the
pandemic COVID19.

The most successful schools in tackling the several problems
connected to ERE were those in which the strategies were discussed
and analysed by teachers’ task forces, considering the situation at the
students’ homes. Therefore, support was provided through devices
(even recycled devices) and through activities to develop the parents’
digital literacies and the teachers’ learning and digital well-being. In
this regard, the schools evolved in search of “homeostasis” with the
external ecological systems. This way nurtured the students, teachers
and families learning ecologies around online pedagogies, digital
literacy, and usage of the digital medium that protected all participants
physical and mental health (Bozkurt et al., 2020; Carretero Gomez et
al., 2021).

As we can see, we try to move from the idea of the educational institution as a structure that
supports teaching but as a complex system that searches to generate reverberations
across ecological subsystems to support learning.

Considering these assumptions, in the following, we offer tools for the school to undertake
two relevant actions:

● Making learning ecologies visible
● Supporting the development of learning ecologies as an overall school activity
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From the visibility to the
development of learning ecologies

Mapping learning ecologies is an approach that has been widely developed by Norman
Jackson (Jackson, 2013).

In his operational approach, Jackson offers a guide

helping teachers to map their learning ecologies (Jackson,

2019). His idea is to “become a cartographer of our own

experiences mapping our processes and their effects, and

the changes that happen to us as we perform and learn”

(https://www.learningecologies.uk/mapping-learning-ecologies.html).

Let’s dig into the elements as we have reworked here:
● Situate the domain of knowledge where learning is to happen. Which is the topic

or area of knowledge where the learners will try and develop their learning ecologies?
From technological fluency to entrepreneurial competence, from the second law of
thermodynamics to capturing data with sensors in biology experiments to understand
the effects of climate change, any area of knowledge encompasses activities,
resources, interactions in connection with the learners’ identity and the opportunities
offered by the context. Start by focusing on the domain of knowledge: the more
specific, the easier the analysis or mapping of existing learning ecologies.

● Explore the elements of the several learning ecologies converging in a
space/context of learning. After situating the domain, it is relevant to start a visual
and narrative approach to understand the learning ecologies of a) the students; b) the
teachers; c) other colleagues in working groups. A good strategy is to generate
“workshops” to map together with the several learning ecologies. Therefore, the
several participants can map the resources, activities, relationships within and beyond
the school adopted to nurture the learning ecologies around a domain of knowledge.
The tools that can be adopted are narrative (questionnaires, interviews, teachers’
logs). Still, visual approaches are faster and work very well in generating integrated
maps with different learning ecologies to spot “rich” and “poor” areas in the
educational ecosystem. For example, a simple design on a paper placing icons or
short keywords relating the resources, activities, relationships can be hence placed in
a wall (digital or physical). The convergent resources, activities and relationships can
be aggregated into a common/shared map. Also, the areas of absence can be noticed
through visual mapping.
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● Identify “rich” and “poor” areas in the educational ecosystem. Once the teacher
has mapped the students learning ecologies and possibly several working groups at
school have approached the professional learning ecologies. The visual aggregated
representation will make emerge the areas in which the convergent resources or
activities or relationship provide a solid basis for professional development and hence
to implement pedagogical practices with impact on the students’ learning. Also, it can
be observed whether the areas of convergence are parallel or “isomorphic” to the
learning ecologies mapped at the students/classroom level. Finally, the mapped
learning ecologies might also uncover areas where we need to intervene and
strengthen the educational ecosystem.

● Establishing forms to nurture and support learning ecologies. At this point,
design-thinking must be activated to support educational projects involving several
classrooms, or school transversal working groups, or activities with the community.
Also, the teacher/educator will design for learning to generate learning activities, use
of resources, and enhance classroom relationships that nurture the students’ learning
ecologies.

● Analysing progress and final impact. Beyond complex statistical analysis and data
visualization (that can be considered resources indeed), the same approach to visual
and narrative mapping can be used. The maps can be built either in the classroom or
across working groups, taking into consideration particularly how the “poor” areas
were enriched and which was the impact on learning in relation to the specific
domain.

Applying the lifelong learning
ecologies to develop critical digital
literacies

Despite the digital technologies have generated innumerable opportunities to develop skills
for future social, cultural and economic scenarios, their use is nowadays generating several
concerns (Sancho-Gil, Rivera-Vargas, & Miño-Puigcercós, 2020). Twenty years of research
on the adoption of educational technologies and technologies overall have led to the
understanding that “techno-enthusiasm” might only lead to dead ends in the best of
scenarios (Selwyn, 2014). In the worst of cases, and particularly in the COVID19 aftermath,
issues as social exclusion due to the lack of access to appropriate devices and facilities;
lack of ergonomics and impact on children and young people physical and mental health;
technology overexposure, dependence, and burnout; students’ data surveillance and data
monetization, to mention but a few, have been discussed on the light of critically
reconsidering technology-enhanced pedagogies (Manca, Persico, & Raffaghelli, 2021;
Williamson, Eynon, & Potter, 2020).
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Such a situation requires not only careful educational research and policymaking but
particularly a change in the direction of teachers’ professional development. For almost
three decades in the EU, policies have focused on the development of technical abilities
and an only recently the concern about an integrated vision relating the “digital
competence” (Carretero, Vuorikari, & Punie, 2017) and the educators’ professional digital
competence have evolved (Redecker & Punie, 2017). However, the current situation is
claiming for approaches and projects that encompass the development of teachers’
awareness and professional skills to support their students’ critical literacies (Pangrazio,
2016).

Hence, our approach promotes mapping, visualising, nurturing/developing, and
analysing the progress of learning ecologies relating to critical digital literacies.

In the following, you will find an exercise that might help in this direction.

Exercise I: The Learning Ecology’s Map

The starting point is to understand what Critical Digital Literacies are, and in this regard, we
can count on a learning resource where Edul@b contributed: the CDL framework (Gouseti
et al., 2021).
Access directly through this link: https://zenodo.org/record/5070329#.YZUHDdCZOUk

STEP 1 – THE PERSONA: a need’s analysis narrative for action-taking.

Sandra is invited to contribute with her professional expertise for a MOOC aimed at other
teachers. Here is an exercise to start thinking about how to package her learning ecology.

Take a look at the table: it represents a narrative account of Sandra’s thoughts around how
she experiences some critical uses of technologies and how she searches for help to learn.
Within the table, there are positive and negative signs, relating positive and negative
“forces” within the persona’s learning ecology’s map.
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My past
experience

+Field
Knowledge

+Experience ->
Focus on the
problem

I have been working with kids of 11-13 years old for the last fifteen years. Along my
experiences as teacher, online tutor, teachers’ trainer, education coordinator and
even project manager, several times it came to my mind that technologies can trigger
creativity, but they can also hurt.

I have seen many bad examples of addictive videogames, hate speech at social
networks, or continuing distraction triggered by the mobiles. Nowadays, privacy is
also a huge issue.  I have been working with my students on experimental activities
around some of these topics. How could I disseminate this knowledge to allow other
teachers to use it? Before starting with interventions from scratch, I’d like to see
what’s out there.

Where to start?

Clearly, I have interesting materials, but how could I deliver them to other
teachers?

+ Institutional
attention

+Opportunity
to discuss.

Introducing the context! Nobody could understand why what I do worked well,
if I do not present the context of my intervention.

At an institutional level, where I work, awareness is rising, and the topic of hate
speech is becoming an issue to be discussed. There have been a couple of
complicated cases of groups of kids hacking and ruining other groups’ pages on
Instagram and bad comments at TikTok. The overall context of a society that needs
to be more literate around social media, including proneness to understand where the
quality information is and how it is used, as well as avoiding fakes and discourse
polarization,  creates a window of opportunity that I deem relevant for my school
community.

+ Positive
trend within
the
professional
community of
teachers/educ
ators.

- Lack of
clearness in
the definitions
and examples
provided

The ongoing debate: what triggered my attention, what were the difficulties I
had to overcome.

Moreover, there was much debate when the film The Social Dilemma came out…
Many colleagues used parts of that film or had been already reflecting with the
students using another interesting edutainment resource, the Black Mirror series at
Netflix.

However, including relevant and accessible content at school relating to this issue is
not easy. We must consider the contexts. The Social Dilemma of Black Mirror
sometimes use examples that are a bit exaggerated or are not representative of the
realities my kids live at home. They are not accessible for children of 11-13 years old.
We need to build stories that they feel and work them out also across the specific
subjects at school.

(-) Community
knowledge not
advanced

Regarding the institutional contexts and the colleagues with whom I interacted
seemed to be better informed on the problem of information literacy but less on the
issue of the literacies to critically interact with social media. I felt in the position of
taking action, and here I’m proposing spaces to reflect on the issue.

Another teacher should consider if there is a need or there are already existing
resources or projects before starting.
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(-)
professional
constrains

(-) curriculum
constrains

(-)
professional
skills

In many conversations with colleagues, I have reflected on the difficulties cultivating a
critical digital literacy imposes:  I need to agree with other colleagues to generate
projects that make sense at school as the specific context of learning; the topic it’s
not fully integrated into the curriculum, it is not a mandatory topic; the design from
scratch of learning modules are time-consuming and go beyond our subject field; last
but not least, reusing/adapting other learning modules is not always feasible.

Another teacher must be aware of the situation at their schools to think about
the type of activity they would like to implement: a small classroom activity, or
a more complex project.

(+) Available
resources

However, more and more tools are being offered, as the critique around Social Media
is finding more and more space in society. There are many free webinars to discuss
the issue, and the Open Educational Resources generate opportunities to discuss
educational designs at school and with parents.

I should think about the existing resources that could be reused.

(+) Tools’
used: Movies,
Blog,
Learners’
Generated
Content

(+) Envisaged
tools: Digital
Libraries,
Open
Educational
Resources,
websites

(-) Too much
resources can
overload
others!

As tools, I started to use popular movies and Netflix series like 13, the Black Mirror
and lastly, the Social Dilemma. I created a website with WordPress where my
students collaborated as content creators with their activities (learners’ generated
content) I also generated my own set of rubrics to evaluate my students’ progress. I
even implemented a students’ log to tell their experience and my own diary to
recall all my actions.

I could use existing libraries and OER in future experimental activity. Even if I
did not do it the first time, I could search, curate and propose that to other colleagues.

However, I need to present all in a systematic way. The colleagues that are new in
the topic will have to get informed first, understand, explore and hence adapt to their
own classes. Let’s keep it simple!

Table 2 - Sandras’s PERSONA, representing her learning ecology

STEP 2 – DESIGNING THE LLE MAP: a sketch on the positive and negative
forces shaping the field of action.

Now take a look at figure 3.
·       There is one inner circle, what you can do/activate or what affects you directly
·       An external circle, relating what you can get from close relationships or what you
cannot control in the closer circles.
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·       There are “entering circles” of opportunities and risks about what you can do.

Figure 3 - Sandras’s sketch on her learning ecology, after the narrative “persona”

STEP 3 – SKETCH YOUR OWN LLE MAP.

Now you saw Sandra’s PERSONA and the sketch of her learning ecology, let’s do the
exercise about you.
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A- Think about your own narrative.
The right column suggests contexts and situations that enforce or weaken your possibility of
designing for other colleagues to learn about your experience. You should add a (+) or (-)
sign taking into consideration whether the forces are positive or negative.
Within the left column, you can annotate your narrative. You can list a couple of key terms,
or you can tell your story.
As knowledge domain, select one of the dimensions or subdimensions of the Critical Digital
Literacy Framework.

THE TOPIC:_________________________________________________

My past
experience
and current
knowledge

[IDENTITY]

My
institutional
context

[CONTEXT]

The trends in
my
professional
community

[CONTEXT]

My
colleagues’
opinion &
practices

[RELATIONSHI
PS]

My
professional
development
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opportunities
& constrains

[RELATIONSHI
PS]

My available
resources

[RESOURCES]

The tools I use
and the tools I
could use

[RESOURCES]

What I’m
doing

[ACTIVITIES]

My activity
plan

[ACTIVITIES]

B- Sketch your learning ecology Map (you can take a look at Sandra’s Map or try your own
approach)  and compare it with others!

C- Aggregate your results and find out where the “rich” and “poor” areas requiring
intervention can be found.
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Exercise II: The school as a learning ecosystem

If you take a look at the several learning ecologies, you will come to see that there are
areas where the resources, activities and good connections/relationships abound. It will be
easy to learn around the topic where the learning ecologies converge.
Instead, there will be areas less covered. These are the areas requiring strategic planning,
common efforts like projects or experimental activities, and group working.

Use the following table to synthesis the areas of convergence and divergence.

Relationships Activities Resources

Which relationships
(internal and external) are
promoted in the
educational institution?

In which activities to promote
continuous professional
development is the institution
involved?

Which resources are available
for the educational
community?

For instance: Teachers'
groups, other educational
institutions, associations,
partnerships, enterprises,
professional networks. An
how are they held?
virtually, f2f?)

For instance: Activities
promoted by the institution
(internal training, mentoring
and dissemination activities,
visits of experts, participation
in activities that are organised
by others such as
conferences, workshops,
online, that can be developed
f2f and blended activities.)

Resources such as:
- Infrastructures and
equipment
- Content repositories
- Digital tools
- Online Training and learning
resources

Once you did this exercise with other colleagues, working group, or through a workshop at
school, establish the priority actions. The areas of the school ecosystem where there is
plenty of resources, activities and relevant relationships could be of help to make a start.

You should evaluate the complexity of nurturing the school ecosystem from one of the
“poor” areas. Can you liaise with the “rich areas”? If not, which are the possibilities to act?

Establish a way for the other teachers to arrive at “rich areas”, by sharing information,
generating spaces of reflection or self/peer-training.

Use tools relating to project management to support your planning strategies or
implementing projects. For example https://hygger.io/guides/agile/agile-vs-waterfall/

Once you have established a plan at the school level, use the same tools proposed at
Exercise I and II, at the end of the school year: explore and compare how the learning
ecologies have been nurtured and how the school as an educational ecosystem became
healthier and more prosperous!
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